
 

Nashville Predators (41-29-12) at Winnipeg Jets (40-35-7) 
Saturday, April 8th 2017  MTS Centre  Winnipeg, MB 

Scoring Summary 1 2 3 F 

Nashville Predators 0 1 0 1 

Winnipeg Jets 0 0 2 2 
 

Shots By Period 1 2 3 F 

Nashville Predators 7 21 6 34 

Winnipeg Jets 14 6 16 36 
 

Special Teams PP PPS PK SHS PIM 

Nashville Predators 0/6 6 2/2 1 4 

Winnipeg Jets 0/2 2 6/6 1 12 
 

Game Summary  http://www.nhl.com/scores/htmlreports/20162017/GS021215.HTM  

Event Summary  http://www.nhl.com/scores/htmlreports/20162017/ES021215.HTM  
 

Goal Summary 
PER TIME TEAM GOAL SCORER PRIMARY ASSIST SECONDARY ASSIST STR SCORE 

2 11:31 NSH Ryan Ellis (16)  Unassisted  SH 1-0 
With the Jets on the power play, Ryan Ellis stole a pass from the Jets at centre ice and skated in alone, beating Connor Hellebuyck through the legs to give the 
Predators a 1-0 lead. 

3 10:47 WPG Kyle Connor (2) Adam Lowry (14)  EV 1-1 
Kyle Connor passed to Adam Lowry at the Predators blue line and Lowry returned the pass to Connor in the slot, who went in alone on Pekka Rinne and snapped a 
shot blocker side and in.  

3 19:15 WPG Blake Wheeler (26) Mark Scheifele (50)  SH 2-1 
While shorthanded, the Jets  Mark Scheifele took the puck from his own blue line and skated into the Predators zone on a 2-on-1 with Blake Wheeler.  Scheifele 
flipped a pass to a streaking Wheeler at the right circle and Wheeler went forehand-backhand up and over the blocker of Rinne and in.  

 
Jets Notes 
 The Jets picked up their 40th win of the season and finished their regular with a 40-35-7 record. 
 With the win, Winnipeg finishes the year 19-8-2 against Central Division opponents.  The Jets share the best record in games played within the 

Central Division as the Chicago Blackhawks, who also went 19-8-2 in divisional games this season. 
 The Jets are 10-2-1 in their last 13 games and won seven games in a row to end the season first time the Jets have won seven games in a 

row since the franchise relocated to Winnipeg in 2011. 
 Dating back to last season, the Jets have won eight straight games in April.  Winnipeg is now 14-0-2 in their last 16 games in April. 
 The Jets finished 6-for-6 on the penalty kill tonight and went 18-for-19 in their last eight games. 
 Blake Wheeler extended his point streak to eight games (4g, 7a) with a goal tonight, which is his longest point streak of the season.   It was the 

fourth game-winning goal of the season for Wheeler.  The goal was Wheeler s 199th of his NHL career. 
 Mark Scheifele registered his 50th assist of the season tonight. 
 Joel Armia played in the 100th game as a member of the Jets tonight. 
 Nikolaj Ehlers and Jacob Trouba each had a team-high five shots. 
 Andrew Copp was the top faceoff man tonight, going 7-for-8 (88%) on the night. 
 Mark Stuart blocked a game-high four shots. 

 Dustin Byfuglien and Jacob Trouba each played a game-high 25:44. 

http://www.nhl.com/scores/htmlreports/20162017/GS021215.HTM
http://www.nhl.com/scores/htmlreports/20162017/ES021215.HTM


 
 Connor Hellebuyck stopped 33-of-34 shots to pick up his 26th win of the season.  Hellebuyck finished the year with a 25-19-4 record. 
 Blake Wheeler, Adam Lowry, Josh Morrissey, and Nikolaj Ehlers were the only Jets to play in all 82 games this season. 

 

Predators Notes 
 The Predators finished 2-2-0 against the Jets this season and are 8-6-4 all-time at the MTS Centre. 
 Pekka Rinne allowed two goals tonight and has not allowed more than two goals in eight of his last nine starts (5-3-1).  Rinne falls to 31-18-9 on the 

year. 
 Ryan Ellis scored his third shorthanded goal of the season in the sec 12th shorthanded goal of the season which leads 

the NHL. 
 James Neal and Matt Irwin each took a game-high six shots. 
 Colton Sissons was the top face off man for the Predators tonight, going 11-for-16 (69%) at the dot. 

Jets Quotes 
Head Coach Paul Maurice 
"(Wheeler's) so consistent in everything that he did all year, whether he was playing with two rookies, he just pushed himself. He just did a remarkable 
job bringing the kids in, being an example for those kids, so it was nice for him to get one, get the last one and for it to be meaningful in the situation 
that we're in." 

Blake Wheeler 
"Puck came around the wall, I saw Ellis was kind of flatfooted and I knew Scheif was coming up with speed, so I just left the puck for him and we were 
off to the races. When you have chemistry with a guy like him, the chemistry we've formed the last couple of years, it's a pretty special feeling. We were 
kind of knocking on the door all game and what a play by him to send me in."   

Predators Quotes 
Head Coach Peter Laviolette  
"No, not until they scored. Really we were still generating chances I think. I think that they were probably unhappy with their second period and well we 
were able to generate a lot of chances in the second and there wasn't a lot going on down in our end, so we thought they might come out with more jump. 
I thought that we were good for awhile, but then we talked about the building gaining some energy trying to play a clean game and we had a turnover 
lead to a goal and then the mistake at the end on the powerplay. We knew they had speed on their penalty kill and could catch us and they did." 

Ryan Ellis 
"They probably didn't like their second period, we liked ours. And they came out hungry in the third and played a good period." 


